Benji Trail trigger update 10/27/12
Determine Which Trigger To Order
It has come to our attention that some of the Benjamin Trail guns are coming through
with a change in their trigger block and using the trigger block used in some of the
Remington’s and Crosman Phantoms. Those triggers will require the CBR trigger.
I suggest that you determine whether or not you have the updated trigger and/or to be
sure what to order that you remove the stock and compare it to the pictures below.
If you will remove your stock, you can look to see which trigger you will need to order
and order the correct trigger. The first set will use GRT-III trigger. The second set will
use the CBR trigger.
NOTE: Be aware that these parts may fall off when you remove the stock.
There is a little plastic U shaped part that fits/sets in a notch of the cocking linkage and
that is the glide (not guide). It prevents metal to metal contact between the action and
cocking linkage when cocking the gun. With the action and linkage facing up and the
barrel facing to the right, it fits into the notch on the bottom of the cocking linkage
between the action and the linkage. (There may be two notches in the linkage). With the
barrel facing to you right, it goes in the notch closest to the barrel with the narrow part
of the glide facing you as you install it.
The little roller goes on the pin on the side of the cocking linkage. There may also be a
small washer spacer that sets on the pin also. The washer goes on first, then the roller.
Does your trigger look like the trigger below? If so, The GRT-III trigger will work.
These fit in almost all early Gamos and Gamo clones, Crosman and a multitude of others
springer’s.

NEXT
Does your trigger look like the trigger below? If so, The CBR trigger will work.
(Sorry for the poor quality pics but the only ones I had).
These fit Crossman NPSS, Remington NPSS, and also fit the Remington Genesis and
Remington Legacy with the plastic triggers as well as a few Crosmans like some of the
Phantoms.
Please note the area on the factory original plastic (or possibly a steel triger) trigger
below where the red circle is and located in the lower left picture. That is what
determines that it takes the CBR trigger. If your trigger resembles that, then order the
CBR trigger.

